     The Report is an excellent compilation.  It substantially advances the standard set by the 2009 interagency report “Global Climate Change Impacts in the United States”, as well as many other reports.  It includes a refined estimate of temperature rise, graphs of projected sea level rise and extreme drought, and many other features.  Temperature rise projected over the next few decades and to 2100 seems reasonable, as do most projected consequences of those temperatures.
     However, the draft National Climate Assessment is not perfect.  It suffers from 3 very major gaps, 2 more modest gaps, and a few places where editing can help.  The gaps appear when most of the relevant research is in the past 4 years.
     The Executive Summary should (1) discuss current and especially future carbon emissions from thawing permafrost; (2) include paleo-climate analog data as reality checks on model results; (3) discuss the $ value of the damages from climate change; (4) detail methods of active carbon dioxide removal; (5) make very clear that sea level will keep rising for many centuries; (6) include examples of several statements, especially tipping points; and (7) expand its description of impacts on agriculture, using key points from the agriculture chapter.

                        (1) Thawing Permafrost
     Annual carbon emissions from permafrost (plus seabed methane hydrates) may exceed annual ones from fossil fuels, sometime after mid-century.  The amount of carbon in permafrost around the Arctic is about twice as much as the atmosphere holds and 5-6 times the amount humans have emitted from burning fossil fuels.  The rate of release, both now and in years to come, is uncertain by a factor of 4 or more, but is the focus of much research.  Estimates of annual carbon release from permafrost in the past few years are 2-11% (central 3-6%) of annual carbon releases from burning fossil fuels.  Estimates of future permafrost carbon release rates ramp up from there, and are as high as 80% of current rates from fossil fuels by 2100.  Planning to deal with climate change by reducing emissions must include permafrost emissions.  This makes it vital to take carbon out of the air and sequester it for centuries or more it in other reservoirs.
                        (2) Paleo-Climate Analogs
     Three paleo-climate analogs are important.  The first suggests to us that current, not just future, CO2 levels will yield much more warming (3-6°C) and far higher sea levels (25-40 meters) than we observe so far.  That is, we are experiencing a serious lag in effects; long-term climate sensitivity greatly exceeds short-term.  The second tells us that thawing permafrost in the past has driven geologically sudden warming.  It suggests that this can happen again, triggered by human CO2 emissions from fossil fuels, especially since warming now is faster than 55 million years ago.  The third gives a reasonable estimate for the mean rate of sea level rise over the next few centuries.
                        (3) $ Value of Damages
     I did not find the subject discussed in the Assessment, but perhaps it was buried in some chapter I did not read.  As we think about the costs of mitigation, especially reducing carbon emissions via (1) a carbon tax or (2) a carbon cap and trade system, we need to balance the costs of inaction against the costs of action.  The costs of action are reasonably well defined, uncertain by less than one order of magnitude.  Many, especially in carbon-intensive industries, say they are too high and neglect the cost of inaction.  They promote small (some tens of billions of $) private goods and a much larger public good (many trillions of $).
     The $ value of damages from climate change (i.e., inaction) feature much larger error bounds than the cost of action.  However, there is a rich literature on the subject.  Apparently (4/10/13 e-mail from Moms Clean Air Task Force), the 2009 National Climate Assessment said such an analysis would be included in the 2013 edition.
     This topic really should be a separate chapter.  I am filing more detailed guidance to the literature, for such a chapter, in my comments on the Assessment as a whole.
                       (4) Carbon Dioxide Removal
     By 2100, rising annual carbon emissions from permafrost and subsea methane hydrates are likely to exceed current human emissions from fossil fuels.  This will speed up climate change and bring catastrophic impacts (e.g., cut world food supply in half, collapse of civilization) sooner, perhaps by 2100.
     In this context, active carbon dioxide removal, on a vast scale, becomes vital.  Nature has removed carbon from the air for eons, but slowly.  Humans need to speed up those processes hugely that move carbon from air to rocks, soil, and the deep ocean.  There is a small role also for moving carbon from the air to vegetation.
     There is a substantial literature on the subject and some experiments are under way.  My comments on Chapter 27 (Mitigation) address this subject in a bit more detail.
                       (5) Rising Sea Levels
	On line 1 of page 21 of the Executive Summary, the statement should be added (from Chapter 2, p. 64) “Sea level rise will continue for many centuries after 2100.”
	Using paleo-climate analogs, seas were 25-40 meters higher with today’s CO2 levels (Tripati 2009).  Thermal expansion at 5°C can account for only ~ 8 meters.  Almost all the rest must come from large ice caps: Greenland and Antarctica.  Research finds that Greenland’s ice cap will melt away at today’s CO2 levels or with temperatures only 1.6°C above pre-industrial ones.  Many have noted the vulnerability of the West Antarctic ice sheet to ice loss, since it is grounded below sea level.  The difference between 25 meters of 8 meters exceeds the combined ice mass of Greenland and West Antarctica; this indicates that at least some substantial net ice loss will also occur in East Antarctica.
                        (6) Examples to Include
     The Summary should note (p. 3, line 31) that recent human carbon emissions have exceeded the IPCC’s (2001) highest emission scenario – despite a 13% decline in US emissions since 2005.  An example of what temperature changes mean should be added: “Assuming negligible permafrost carbon emissions, in the high global emissions case, summer 2012 US temperatures would become the norm around 2070-2080.  But in the low emissions case, that would not happen till after 2100, if at all.”  (See Figures 2.3, 2.7, and 2.8.)
     On page 6, line 37, disease examples should be given (e.g., Lyme disease, West Nile virus, dengue fever).  On page 10, line 6, pest outbreak examples should be given (e.g., pine bark beetles or mountain pine beetles).
     On page 13, section 4, examples of tipping points should be given.  At the end of line 11, based on, for example, the January 2006 Tipping Point Report, by the International Climate Change Taskforce for Sen. Olympia Snowe (summarized in Fry 2006), the following should be inserted: “Tipping points identified in 2006 include (1) loss of Arctic Ocean summer ice; (2) changing carbon sinks into sources; and (3) carbon release from permafrost as Earth warms.  All 3 (and other) tipping points create positive feedback loops.  We may be passing the first and third now, and certainly in the first half of this century.”  The 2004 Arctic Climate Impact Assessment (Berner 2004) used changed ocean circulation instead of changing carbon sinks (especially forests) into sources.  The tipping points situation should be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.
                        (7) Climate Change and Agriculture
     More of key messages 1-4 from the Agriculture chapter should be included in section 8 on page 9.  I suggest wording the opening paragraph to say: “Adverse impacts to crops and livestock have increased in the recent past and are expected to increase over the next 100 years.  Over the next 25 years or so, the agriculture sector is projected to be relatively resilient, even though there will be increasing disruptions from extreme heat, drought, and heavy downpours.  However, by mid-century and beyond, these impacts will be increasingly negative on most crops and livestock, as critical thresholds are passed, and as weeds, diseases, and insect pests exert increasing stress.  Current soil and water losses from increasing precipitation extremes will be problems, unless we adopt innovative conservation methods.  U.S. food security and farm incomes will also depend on how agricultural systems adapt to climate changes in other regions of the world. 
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